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in the past few years, mmorpgs, or massively multiplayer online role-playing games, have caught
up with or even surpassed the popularity of video-arcade games. they are played only on
computers, rendering video-arcade games passe. before anyone starts shouting aliens, consider
this. mmorpgs, or massively multiplayer online role-playing games, only bind the youth to their
computer screens, and not to any strange spacecraft.online gaming, expectedly, is a passion in
the techno-savvy city of bangalore. these games are played only on computers, rendering video-
arcade games passe. while video-arcade games are more experiential with the joystick shuddering
and seat vibrating, mmorpgs offer mentally stimulating warfare, so to speak. bollywood movie
maker neeraj pandey, best known for the critically acclaimed hit bangalore days, has had a major
role to play in a new experiment, with digital rights purchased by asianet, the leading malayalam
channel, for a sum of over six crore. this experimental film, which nazriya is making her debut
with, has been shot in malayalam. the film tells the story of a young man, played by nivin pauly,
who has come to the city to make a new beginning, and his journey to find love. nazriya, who
plays the role of his girlfriend, says that the film is experimental in every sense of the word. she
says that the film has an unconventional approach, and that it is a story about a romantic
relationship told in an unusual way. this film, which is being released as a joint venture between
the makers of bangalore days and the film-maker, has a budget of nearly six crore. the film also
stars shraddha kapoor, who plays the role of a friend of nivin pauly.
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